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Garfield but Anti-Fascist
@AntifaGarfield

Tomorrow, January 6th, MAGA chuds, Proud Boys, and white supremacists are

planned to descend on Washington D.C. to contest the election. Among them will

be NSC-131, a New England based neo-Nazi organization. Let's welcome them by

saying hi to one of their members, Eddie Stuart!

Edward Stuart, from Chester, New Hampshire, has been a member of Nationalist Social Club (NSC) since the very

beginning and is a staple participant in their actions. He is known in NSC chats as "Carl Jung" and is well connected in the

New England Nazi scene.
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NSC-131 is a neo-Nazi group that was started in Massachusetts in early 2020 by Chris Hood. You can learn more about

NSC and it's members in these threads:

https://t.co/qnYr76x9ko

https://t.co/YC4xMtmRHE

https://t.co/ZiyGiPr9ob
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1/ Let\u2019s talk about a III%er turned Proud Boy turned Resist Marxism turned Patriot Front turned The Base

affiliate.

He now runs a new crew, the National Socialist Club, based on football hooliganism.\u2070\u2070

Some of you already know him.\u2070\u2070

His name is Chris Hood, of Boston, MA. pic.twitter.com/nXAxWugHcu

— AntiFash Gordon (@AntiFashGordon) April 10, 2020

Eddie describes his ideology as "Esoteric Hitlerism" which is an occult form of Nazism that literally worships Adolf Hitler as a 

god, or, specifically, as an incarnation of the Hindu God Vishnu. Here is Ed holding the RigVeda with some of his occult Nazi 

pals. Interesting Ed!
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Much of this ideological insight was gained from Eddie's Twitter, where he originally used his "Carl Jung" persona and

reposts explicit neo-fascist content and racist memes. In one edited picture, Eddie can be seen at an NSC event in late June

2020 holding a Nazi Sonnenrad flag
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Curiously enough Eddie comes from a well educated, upper class family in New Hampshire, and attended the prestigious

Pinkerton Academy @Pinkerton_NH in Derry, New Hampshire. He graduated in 2018 and is shown in the PDF of 2018

commencement.
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By all indications Eddie's upbringing and education was "progressive" in the standard sense, but it goes to show that there is

no mold or archetype for neo-Nazis.
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